
Cross-departmental use  |  API-enabled integration  |  Mobile application 
On-Cloud & On-Premises  |  Encryption and Blockchain  |  Seamless automation (RPA) capabilities 

Integration with third party business systems

Go Paperless with Cygnature 

An All-In-One 
Digital Signing Solution and 
Increase Efficiency by 30%

Electronic 
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Digital 
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Signatures

Biometric 
Signatures

National-ID 
Signatures



Automated Bulk Signing Solution

The manual signing of various documents 
in large volumes is a time-consuming 
and ineffective process that hampers 
productivity. The automated Bulk Signing 
utility offers an automated, secure, and 
efficient way to digitally sign all document 

types. This eliminates human 
intervention, reduces 
costs, and saves time, while 
maintaining a compliant 
workflow. 

21 CFR Part 11 Module

Cygnature’s CFR module fulls  
every criterion to comply 
with FDA’s 21 CFR Part 11 

regulation and EU Annex 11, including 
workflow creation, signing roles, user 
authentication, electronic signatures 
and audit trails. This module is specially 
designed for pharma, life sciences and 
medical equipment companies and their 
QA teams.

E-stamp for Online Document Signing

Eliminate the manual hassle of locating 
stamp paper vendors, waiting in 
queues, and acquiring them, along with 
uncertainties about the purpose of 
purchased stamp papers and the parties’ 
reliability. Improve security by eliminating 
physical storage vulnerabilities 
and the potential for fraud 
with Cygnature’s E-stamp 
feature.

Automate document signing 
in HR 

Streamline Employee 
onboarding and management 
processes by incorporating Robotic 
Process Automation (RPA) with Cygnature- 
A digital signing solution. Automate and 
simplify the entire document signing 
process reducing delays and security risks.

Both server-side & API-based 
signing workflowPaperless operations

Record a computer-generated 
time-stamped audit trail

Automatically e-mail signed 
documents

Single page & 
multi page signing

Online stamp 
paper procurement

Authenticate the signer while 
applying for the signatures

Signed documents saved in 
application database

First/Last/Custom 
page signingLIVE webcam signing

Approval workflowScheduled operations

Single DSC & multiple DSC 
supportRemote document signing

Signature appearance with 
name of signer, date, and time of 

signing and the reason for signing
User authentication

Place signature based 
on text locationRobust authentication 

Use access code in combination 
with passwordActive directory integration

Provide access to authorized 
individuals only (no guest access)

Secure cloud storage 
& retrieval Use Cases



Supports any file 
format and upload 

source

Set Observers

Bulk sending & 
signing of 

documents

Create reusable 
templates

Options to sign, 
decline, assign or 
co-sign and many 

more

Enforce location 
capture

Create customized 
signing workflow

Set Due Date, 
Reminders, 

Comments and 
Private Message

Document 
Verification and 

receive certificate 
of completion

is a feature-rich solution that provides APIs for seamless integration with 
businesses. This blockchain-based digital signing solution offers secure 
authentication for signers. With Cygnature, users can sign documents 

from anywhere, anytime, using any device quickly. It provides enhanced security, greater 
transparency, and improved traceability of the signing process, along with authentication of the 
signer’s identity.

Cygnet Infotech, established in 2000, is a global tech organization with a widespread presence in 
India, USA, Europe, UK, UAE, SA, Aus, and more. Working with clients in 35 countries, they boast a 
robust team of 1000+ experts specializing in cutting-edge technologies like Hyper automation, AI 
& ML, and Blockchain, focusing on microservices architecture. Their offerings encompass a diverse 
range of products, platforms, and services, spanning Product Engineering, RPA, Test Automation, 
Digital Transformation, Tax Technology, Fintech, and Digital Signature.

Assign roles to 
signers – author, 

approver, reviewer

Digitally Sign the 
Document

Automatically 
e-mail signed 

documents

Solution Highlights
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